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Blast-OFf!
Directions: Fuel your rocket! Circle dairy foods

that total six fuel cells, then color in the fuel
cells on the rocket ship!

Your rocket can't blast - off with just
dairy...remember your body gets fuel from

fruits, vegetables, grains, proteins, and dairy!
Eat a balanced plate to have plenty of energy! 2



Try adding
fresh low-fat
milk instead of
powdered!

Ingredients

1 tablespoon + 2
teaspoons of
instant chocolate
or vanilla

1 tablespoon + 2
teaspoons of
powdered milk 
1/4 cup of water 

 pudding mix

Directions
Scoop the instant pudding
mix and powdered milk into
a zip-lock bag.
Measure and add water into
bag.
Shake and knead bag.
Optional: add freeze dried
fruit for the ultimate space
food experience!

1.

2.

3.
4.

Astronaut Pudding 

Did you know... 
Scientists at NASA

are currently
reserching how to

grow food in
space!
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When measuring wet ingredients, 
set the measuring cup on a flat surface and

look at the liquid from eye level to ensure
you have poured the right amount !



Make an Astronaut Meal 
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Rules: Meal must not require refrigeration, it 
 must be able to be eaten in zero gravity, and it
must contain an item from all 5 food groups.   
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My- Mercury  

Very- Venus  

Educated- Earth 

Mother- Mars

Just - Jupiter 

Served- Saturn 

US- Uranus 

Nachos- Neptune 
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What is the best choice to make when eating dairy ...Plain

Low-Fat yogurt or ice cream? 

1.

2. What Vitamin does Dairy contain? 

3.True Or FALSE: It's okay to SOMETIMES have some sweet

treats! 

4. Fill in the Blank: 

DAiry helps keep our  _ _ _ _ _ Strong ! 

5.  Name One Fruit you like to eat: 

6. Name One Vegetable you like to eat:  

7.True Or False: Fruits and Vegetables contain vitamins

and Minerals to Protect our Bodies from getting sick.  

8. True Or FAlse: Its important to "eat the rainbow" and

choose Fruits and Vegetables of all different colors ! 

Answers

1.Plain Low- Fat Yogurt 2. Vitamin D 3. True 4. Bones 5. Answers may vary 6. Answers

may vary 7. True 8.True  

 
COMET TOSS

Answer the questions below as we play! 
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9. Circle One: I should make sure (Half/None) of the

grains I eat are whole grains.  

10. True Or False: Grains give me ENergy! 

12.  True Or False : Proteins can come from Plant and

Animal Sources.  

11. Fill in the Blank:  

Protein helps our hair, Skin, and _ _ _ _ _ grow! 

13.  What Can we use at Meal TIme To help us make healthy

Choices ?

14. Fill in the blank:  There are _ _ _ _ _ food groups! They

are all represented on MYPLATE 

15. TRUE OR FALSE: AT SUmmer Nutrition Club we learned

about Fruits, Vegetables, Grains, Proteins, and Dairy! 

9. Half 10. True 11. Nails 12.True 13. MyPlate 14. five 15. True  

Answers


